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Leave It to the Professionals
BY LAURA DUFF

'1" wo noteworthy experiences in my adult life molded the style with which I teach my middle school students
.J. write. The first experience was an obscure undergraduate creative writing course at the University of
1.~o

Michigan. It was a summer course, and I was less than enthusiastic about writing hundreds of original pages,
rather than sitting on the front porch with my roommates, hot tea in hand. That class, however, presented writing in a context that was completely new to me. We critiqued and sometimes mimicked the writing styles of
published authors and were empowered by the successes and failures of other writers to take chances in our own
writing. We were given models as scaffolding. The second experience that inspired the style with which I teach
writing was meeting Vicki Spandel, the creator of the Six Traits of Writing, during my first semester as a teacher.
Her four-day conference also emphasized the importance of showing young writers others' works of literature.
What a concept! Look at what has already been deemed publishable and learn from it.

The Six Traits of Writing
MEAP is a formidable acronym to any teacher.
During my first year teaching, however, my students
earned the highest scores in the district. In fact, of
the approximately 125 students I taught at my Title
One school, only three did not pass the ELA MEAP.
Although I'd like to claim that I was a master teacher
from the first day on the job, that was not true. I was
simply given the right tools at the right time. The
"right tools" were Spandel's Six Traits. After piloting them during my first year of teaching, my school
decided to implement this program across all subject
areas. As a result, our school's ELA MEAP scores
skyrocketed and, more importantly, our students'
writing skills drastically improved.
Before elaborating on the component of the Six Traits
that focuses on using published literature as a modeling tool, I will present an overview of the program
as a whole. Because the main idea behind Spandel's
philosophy is that children need to know what good
writing consists of, the program provides guidelines
with which students can assess their own writing.
Six characteristics have been identified that, when
performed well, will tum an ordinary piece of writing
into an exceptional one. They are idea development,

organization, voice, word choice, sentence fluency,
and conventions. These are broken down further into a
rubric that outlines what the writer must do to become
successful at each trait. Students can assign a rating to
their papers for each of the traits as a way to assess,
specifically, which traits need to be revised in order to
be in publishable form.
Isn't that great? Students can actually assess their
own work and determine for themselves what needs
improving. No more trying to decipher what Mrs. Catbird meant with Awk? Sp? Good! Work on. Ouch! Now
Mrs. Catbird and little Susie have a common language
with which to pinpoint exactly what little Susie needs
to work on in order to have an exceptional paper.
Better yet, Susie can pinpoint problems herself. It's
no miracle program. Students will not wake up from
a deep sleep (preferably not one taken during your
class) and understand the traits of good writing. It is,
of course, the teacher's job to make this happen.
There are six steps to follow when teaching the Six
Traits to students:
1. Introduce the trait.
2. Show students published literature that
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exemplifies the trait (ahh ... the crux of this
article).
3. Students rate other students' writing.
4. Give focus lessons with which the students can
practice each trait.
5. Students rate their own writing for the trait.
6. Students revise their writing to improve poorly
executed traits.
Within these, we have the crux of this article: Essential to understanding how to write better is seeing
how others who were successful did it. We know, as
teachers, that good pedagogy necessitates the use of
modeling ( or scaffolding or guided teaching depending on when you received your teaching education).
Using good literature in the classroom is simply a
modeling technique. We do it everyday. It just makes
good sense.

Why Should We Use Literature
to Teach Writing?
Why even ask the question? We know the answer. If
you open any author's autobiography you will learn
that most have childhoods immersed in reading. I
recently heard the children's and young adults' author,
Jack Gantos, speak to the importance of reading in his
younger years. He would read, read, read, and then
write, write, write. It wasn't until he was a young
man being continually turned down by publisher after
publisher that one piece of advice finally made the
connection for him. After he was told to read more
books published by successful authors and figure out
what his books were missing that the others were not,
the very next piece he wrote was published. In fact,
that very next piece was Rotten Ralph (1976), the
picture book that is now being made into a cartoon
series.
Consider, too, Walter Dean Myers, a Newbery Award
winning children's and young adult author. When you
peek inside Bad Boy: A Memoir (2001). he details
the struggle he had as a child and teenager who
found solace within the pages of books rather than in
the protection of a gang or the arms of a girlfriend.
Certainly, a clear connection is made between his love
for reading and his aptitude for writing. Writers need
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to be readers in order to see the skills modeled for
them.
And so I pose the question again, "Why should we
use literature to teach writing?" Students need to
be inspired. They need to be flooded with models.
Looking at published, well-written literature provides
this better than one lone teacher can. This is not to
say that literature can substitute for actual teachermodeling, but certainly it provides the students with
some perspective. They can read what it takes to be
publishable. Good writers are good observers. The
more opportunities we give to our students to observe
others' works, the more possibilities they will find in
their own writing.
In his article, "Imaginative Response: Teaching
Literature Through Creative Writing" (May, 2003),
Christian Knoeller argues that, "reading and writing
in various forms can and should go hand-in-hand.
Why not couple studying literary works with student
writing in parallel forms more often?" (p. 44). As
a poet himself, Knoeller reflects, "I often rely on a
similar approach, sitting down to read others' work
first, until an idea for writing comes to mind: reading
as a writer" (p. 44). In his article, Knoeller illustrates
exactly what Six Traits demands: a use of authentic
literature to spark the recesses of our own creativity.
It becomes important, too, that we not abuse the
literature we present. We do not want students to
begin believing that the sole purpose of reading is to
criticize or congratulate the author. Rather, we read
because it makes us laugh, it asks us to think, it wells
tears in our eyes, it makes us smile, it makes us want
to share with others. For this reason, read aloud and
do it often. Share picture books with the students
when you have a few minutes before class is over.
Surprise them with read-aloud time when they would
normally complete a grammar warm-up. Read often.
Once you have poured the authors' words over the
students, they will be more likely to take pride and
ownership in their literature-rich classroom. When
students already have an appreciation for the wealth
of literature in your classroom, they can more easily
relate to the author's craft in each book. At this point
in your writing instruction, you, as the teacher, can
use familiar books to model the use of each trait.
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Finding Good Literature:
It's Not Really That Scary
Through teaching other teachers about the Six Traits,
I have found that one of the biggest weaknesses
among teachers is their confidence in finding good
literature to use as examples in the classroom. This
is not surprising. It is a daunting task. Besides sifting
through the sheer number of books available, we must
also consider which formats would be most beneficial
and which pieces contain quality writing. Several
sources are available to start teachers' literature collections. Picture Books: An Annotated Bibliography
With Activities for Teaching Writing by Ruth Culham
(1998) provides a bibliography of wonderful picture
books that help to exemplify each of the traits in
grades K-12. A second useful source is Spandel's
Books, Lessons, Ideas for Teaching the Six Traits
(2001 ), which is a compilation of literature to use at
the middle and high school levels.
We have been trying to increase the effectiveness
of the Six Traits program in our school. Besides
in-service training, we chose the route of learning
how to make the program more user-friendly for the
teachers. The accessibility of literature examples to
use by teachers in our school became a main priority.
After much research we developed a teachers library
full of exemplary literature and lesson plans to follow each text. Finally, we assigned the literature to
each grade level in order to avoid repetition with the
students. Teachers can now use authentic literature
in their classroom to exemplify good writing without
doing much of their own research. Very simple. Very
effective.
Hmmm ... and how do YOU go about finding good
literature? Yes. You guessed it: you must read. You
can start with the following samples from a longer
annotated bibliography I've created or with either
of the resource books previously mentioned. Other
sources include the National Council of Teachers
of English (NCTE) Web site found at www.ncte.org
(2004). Their list includes Newbery titles, teacher
suggestions, and author inputs. Of course, it all
comes down to reading a variety of texts that you
find from your own favorite resources. Take time to
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mark favorite passages you would like to share with
students. Find the best and the worst leads in print
and use them to begin read-alouds. With enough scaffolding, all teachers can develop a library full of their
own favorite literature to use in teaching students to
write.
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Annotated Bibliography
and Focus Lessons
Literature for the Trait of Idea Development:
Fritz, J. (1973). And then what happened, Paul Revere?
New York: J. P. Putnam's Sons.
This account of Paul Revere's life and the events of
that famous night he rode to warn the countrymen of
the British troop movement tempts its readers with its
new perspective. It tells many little known and interesting facts about our American hero including many
mistakes he made along the way. It leaves readers
believing that anyone can act as a hero-even them.

Focus Lessons:
1. Have the students compare this story to the
excerpt about Paul Revere in an American
history textbook or encyclopedia. Which is
more interesting to read? From which do you
learn more information? Why?
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2. Have students summarize the top 10 important
facts from this storybook. Share with the
students that this list is probably similar to
what Jean Fritz, the author, started with.
Discuss what she did to have such wonderful
idea development rather than just a boring list
of facts about Paul Revere.
Konigsburg, E. L. (1996). The view from Saturday.
New York: Simon and Schuster.

'

Konigsburg describes the unlikely friendships
between four students and their paraplegic teacher,
Mrs. Olinsky. Each of the four children, Noah, Nadia,
Ethan, and Julia, have an opportunity to present their
perspective of how they were chosen to be teammates
on the school's Quiz Bowl team. The reader learns
a great deal about each child and his or her loyalty
towards his or her friends.

Focus Lessons:
1. Have the students focus the binoculars from
excerpts that you have simplified. For example,
you could paraphrase the first paragraph on
page 27 to read, "My Grandma Margaret
dresses like a crazy old lady." After they've
shared their focused pieces of writing, read
Konigsburg's original excerpt.
2. Have the students find examples of imagery
for one or more of the characters. The teacher
may have to read an entire chapter or a longer
excerpt containing some imagery.
Peck, R. (1998). A long way from Chicago. New York:
Scholastic, Inc.
Through the eyes of Joey Dowdel, the narrator, we
learn of the summer trips he and his sister, Mary
Alice, would spend with their zany grandmother. Each
chapter relives another crazy, far-fetched tale of life
with this high-spirited woman. We see the siblings
mature through adolescence and develop a loving
relationship with their grandma.

Focus Lessons:
1. Give the students the following excerpt from
page 108, "Mary Alice turned up looking like a
ghost of herself. She was pale-faced with bags
under her eyes. Though glad to see daylight,
she was worn to a frazzle." Have the kids draw
a picture of what they think Mary Alice looks
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like according to this description. Then, come
up with a list of adjectives to describe Mary
Alice in this scene. Discuss why the description
(focused binoculars) is more effective then
simply sticking an adjective in front of her
name. (Adjectives can mean many different
things depending on the reader. The description
doesn't leave much room for interpretation.)
2. As you read one of the chapters to the students,
have them visualize some of the scenes. After
you've finished, have them draw a scene
from the chapter that remained vivid in their
memories. Discuss why some passages may
have been more memorable than others.

Literature for the Trait of Organization
Avi. (2002). Crispin: The cross of lead. New York:

Scholastic, Inc.
Upon his mother's death, a nameless boy learns that
he indeed has a name and a mysterious identity. As
this child, Crispin, begins to learn of his true self, he
finds himself in many life-threatening situations and is
only able to come out alive because of his new jester
friend. In the end, they must both accept each other's
help in order to survive.

Focus Lessons:
1. Read the first few chapters to the students. Have
them identify the cliffhangers at the end of each
chapter. Discuss the importance of cliffhangers
in creative writing.
2. Read the lead to the students and identify
the characteristics of the lead that make it
interesting.
3. Explain to the students that the plot is written
in a linear form. Have them brainstorm a list
of other books they have read that are written
in a similar form. What is the advantage of a
linear format? How could flashbacks enhance
the writing? Compare it to A Long Way from
Chicago by Richard Peck and discuss the
differences in linear and episodic formats.
Bolden, T. (2002). 33 things every girl should know
about women's history. New York: Crown
Publishers.
This book is a collection of work written by women
about influential women in our American history.
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Each chapter is uniquely written to capture the
strengths of the highlighted woman.

Focus Lessons:
1. Have the students read pages 12 and 13. Discuss
the meaning of primary sources and then have
the students discuss why they are so effectively
used in this chapter on Abigail Adams. How
would it have been less powerful if these letters
had been paraphrased and explained to us?
2. Divide the class up into groups of four. Give
each group a chapter to analyze. Have them
identify the type of organization used in
their chapter, record its strengths, record its
weaknesses. Have them then rewrite it in a
unique organization of their choosing. Once
all the groups have finished working with their
chapter, each group will present to the class.
Smith, Hope A. (2003). The way a door closes. New
York: Henry Holt and Co, LLC.

friendship of her leukemia-stricken manager, Hope
learns that at the heart of any relationship is a true
friendship.

Focus Lessons:
1. After reading a few pages of the book to the
students, have them brainstorm how the voice
may have been different had the main character
been a boy rather than a girl.
2. Read pages 104-107 to the students. Using
Hope's voice, this passage describes a customer
framing the restaurant by putting a mouse in
her own salad. Have them rewrite this passage
as a newspaper article, factually recalling the
events (formal voice).
DiCamillo, K. (2000). Because of Winn-Dixie.
Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press.

Through the format of poetry, C. J., a teenager, tells
his memories of life with his father around. After his
father walks out on him, his sister, and his mother, he
must decide to be a real man and learn that he does
not have to follow in his father's footsteps. His father
comes back to the family at the end of the story.

India Opal Buloni finds a friend in a stray mutt she
names Winn-Dixie after the grocery store in which she
discovered him. Together India Opal and Winn-Dixie
befriend many of the small town's odd characters such
as the librarian, the pet storekeeper, and the elderly
shut-in. Through India Opal's accepting eyes and the
common fondness for Winn-Dixie, this diverse group
of strangers is brought together in a bond of friendship.

Focus Lessons:

Focus Lessons:

1. Discuss the poetry format of this book. What
benefits are there to writing a story in poetic
form? What disadvantages are there?
2. Have the students create a storyline of the book
then identify whether the story is linear, linear
with flashbacks, circular, etc.
3. Discuss the conclusion. Was the fairytale
ending appealing to you? How would the story
change if it concluded after the poem, "History
Repeating (Almost)"? Discuss how important
or unimportant the conclusion of a story is.

Literature for the Trait of Voice
Bauer, J. (2000). Hope was here. New York: G. P.
Putnam's Sons.

Hope has been traveling from city to city chasing new
waitress jobs with her Aunt Addie. When they find
work in Wisconsin, Hope finally feels like she fits
in with the group. After struggling to gain respect of
her coworkers, the eye of her love interest, and the
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1. Read the lead to the story. Have the students
predict what type of character India Opal
Buloni will be strictly from the type of
voice Kate DiCamillo gives to her. This is
characterization.
2. Have the students rewrite an account of the
grocery store fiasco in the lead of the novel in a
voice appropriate for a newspaper editorial.
Lesser, C. (1996). Great crystal bear. New York:
Harcourt Brace & Company.
Through the lens of Inuit legend, the life of the polar
bear is examined. We learn of its daily eating, social,
and traveling habits.

Focus Lessons:
1. Read the students an excerpt about polar bears
from an encyclopedia and then read this book.
Have the students compare the voices of the
two texts. From which do we learn more? By
which are we more entertained?
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2. Have the students revise a passage from the
book using a voice that is even less formal than
Lesser's. Perhaps the new audience will be
pre-schoolers or kindergartners.

Literature for the Trait of Word Choice
Duncan Edwards, P. (1997). Barefoot: Escape
on the Underground Railroad. New York:
HarperCollins Publishers.

An escaped slave makes his way north to freedom
along the Underground Railroad. Along the way he
is assisted by nature's animals and resources until he
finally makes it to his first safe haven.

Focus Lessons:
1. Rewrite the second page of the story to read,
"The bird saw the feet and squawked to the
other animals." Have the students revise this
passage to include better word choice. After
they've shared their revisions, read the author's
original passage.
2. Read pages 5 and 6 to the students. Discuss
how the author has turned a common phrase
like "freshwater" into a poetic choice of words
(onomatopoeia).
Fisher, C. (2002). A twisted tale. New York: AlfredA. Knop£

After a tornado wreaks havoc on the farm, Bailey
must help the animals return back to normal.

Focus Lessons:

Focus Lessons:
1. As you read the story aloud to your students have
them record any memorable words and phrases
that the author has used.
2. Smith, the author, made up many words that
are included in this book. Discuss how we, as
readers, can understand what these nonsense
words mean and enjoy them so much.

Literature for the Trait of Sentence Fluency
Arms White, L. (2000). Comes a wind. New York:
Dorling Kindersley Publishing, Inc.

Clement and Clyde are brothers who have been
competing to be the best since they were young. Now
that they're grown up, they must try to be civil to one
another for their mother's birthday. After continuing
their petty competition, they must come together to
save their mom from danger.

Focus Lessons:
1. Point out the fact that this author uses many long
sentences. Discuss why he may have chosen to
do this. Was it a wise choice? Why or why not?
2. Have the kids identify examples of the following
literary devices in the storybook: alliteration,
assonance, consonance, rhyming. Why do these
literary devices make the work more fluent?
Bradby, M. (2000). Momma, where are you from? New
York: Scholastic Inc.

1. Ask the students to brainstorm all the different
ways to describe the emotion of fear. Once
they've shared their ideas, read page 10 ("The
cow's eyes bulged, etc).

When a young girl asks her mother where she's from,
the response is a kaleidoscope of memories. We hear
about life with an ice wagon, with discipline and pride
in the home, and with a rich jazz accompaniment.

2. Read some of the similes found in the storybook
(i.e. "Quick as spit," "The wind howled like a
prom queen steppin' on a cow patty"). Discuss
why similes can be used to improve word
choice. (Similes offer the writer an opportunity
to use more precise words when explaining
their ideas-creativity.)

Focus Lessons:

Smith,

L. (2002). Mrs. Biddlebox.
HarperCollins Publishers.

New York:

Mrs. Biddlebox certainly woke up on the wrong side
of the bed, but she is not about to let this rotten morning get the best of her. Instead, she collects all the
rotten things about the day and bakes it all together to
make a wonderfully delicious cake.
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1. After reading the story to the students, ask
them why the author chose to repeat the line,
"Momma, where are you from? Where are you
from, Momma?" (The repetition adds a sense
of fluency to the entire storybook.)
2. Have the children count the number of words
in each sentence (or a select passage). Do the
sentences have varied lengths? Does this add to
or detract from the sentence fluency?
3. Examine the second and third pages of text.
Have the kids identify the alliteration (Monday
mornings), the assonance (bleaching the
sheets, wind whipping), and the consonance
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(hang-strung-bleaching-whipping). How do
these literary devices make the sentences more
fluent to the reader? How do they make the
writing more poetic without actually turning a
story into poetry?
Creech, S. (1994). Walk two moons. New York:
HarperCollins
Sal's mother has just left her and Sal is determined
to find her on her own and bring her home. Along
the way, Sal's grandmother tells her of another girl,
Phoebe, who has also lost a mother. Soon, the stories
of Phoebe and Sal become remarkably similar.

Focus Lessons:
1. Have the students examine a passage from the
text (page 96 works well). They will count the
number of words used in each sentence and
determine whether or not Sharon Creech had
varied sentence length. Why does it matter with
sentence fluency?
2. Read chapter 16 aloud to the students. Have
them identify any sentences they hear that
begin with prepositional phrases. What other
types of sentence beginnings did they hear?
(Do this activity after teaching kids about the
different sentence beginnings.)
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Park, Linda Sue. (2001). A single shard. New York:
Scholastic Inc.
Tree-Ear, the main character, is a poor beggar on the
streets of a potters' town, Ch'ulp'o. Once he spies
Min, the master potter, at work Tree-Ear is no longer
content foraging. He acts as Min's servant until one
day an act of bravery and respect earn him the right to
become an apprentice.

Focus Lessons:
1. Have the students determine the number of
words in each sentence of a paragraph. They
should decide if the sentence lengths vary in
their passage. Have them examine whether the
sentence length variation (or non-variation)
affects the fluency of the passage.
2. Have the students examine the sentence
beginnings from a passage in the novel. They
should identify if it simply fits the noun-verb
pattern or if it deviates in a creative way. How?
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